
 

 

 

We have the honor to present this creation of our team, the greatest header ever made; the most customizable Joomla module ….NO MORE 
WORDS ….just “PRO Header with YOUTUBE”. What makes this module to be the best is the multitude of options witch you can use, the various 
ways to make it look and functions implemented in it. The module is designed to do two major things like image slideshow and youtube player, 
so instead of installing two separate modules, you just install this one and you will have all the functions. 
 

 
 
 Unique and individual appearance 
 Music On/Off & Volumes 
 Frame / Background with Glow and Shadow 
 Reflection Effects On/Off & Parameters 
 Smart Loading with 4 different Loader type. 
 Rotate the Flash & Content 
 Ken Burns Animation with exact Position and Aligns 
 Use YouTube Videos, set ID, start position and Quality 
 Add Next, Previos, Play / Pause, Thumbnails, Progress bar 
 Real Progress Bar on Slide and on Video, Stop, Rewind your Slide items 
 Real Pause on Slide Items – TimeLine 
 Slide Management via Keyboard, like Next, Previous, Play & Pause - with Space Bar 
 Add Shadow, Glow, or many other Tween to the items easy via back-end  
 Use 10 main Transitions, 11 Ease Transitions - mix them and get unlimited amount of animations  
 Support special characters (âùæçéèêëîïôœûüÜÛÙŒÔÏÎËÊÈÉÇÆÄÂÀ);   
 And....much, much more. 

 
New Feature: From now you have possibility to load multiple instances  of the same module on the same website!!! 
NOTE: The music from the preview is not included in the purchased package. 
 

 
 



 
 

 
NOTE1: If you want to use Live Control, you need to increase Global Width (with 200px) and Global Height (with 100px). After you finish with     
the settings, you can come back to the desired size!  
NOTE2: If you don't have enough space on your site for Live Control, please use debug position for module. 
 
SPEED: You can increase or decrease the speed for slide; 
 
PROGRESS: 
 Progress: It helps to set the seconds when appears text or video button, with maximum accuracy; 
 Duration: Show during for the current slide; 

 
POSITION: 
 Stage XY: Help to setting position for thumbnails and check different sizes on slide; 
 Banner XY: Help to setting position for text, video button, reflection distance Y, shadow height, etc and check different sizes on slide; 

 
TOOLBAR:  
 Offset XY: Help to setting position for buttons play/stop, music, arrows, countdown, refrection height, etc; 

 
MESSURE: Help to check all sizes on slide; 
 
HTML EMBEDING: Width & Height current size of your module. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 Module Class Suffix - A suffix to be applied to the css class of the module (table.moduletable), this allowsindividual module styling;  
 SWFObject script - Mode 1 will use a local copy. Mode 2 will use the file hosted by Google. Mode 3 will disable insertion but it will use 

the code; 
 Debug Mode - No (Recommended); 
 Multiple Instances - This parameter allow to load multiple instances of the same module on the same website.  

How It Works: Make a copy of this module. After that, in the new copy set this parameter to "Copy 1"! Same, for other instances, but 
set this parameter to "Copy 2, Copy 3 .... ". 

 
GLOBAL SETTINGS:  
 Global stage width - Set the global stage width (including shadow and reflection if enabled);  
 Global stage height - Set the global stage height (including shadow and reflection if enabled); 
 Flash Width - The width of the slide image without border and shadow; 
 Flash Height - The height of the slide image without border and shadow; 
 Live Control - Help you to locate on the axis x,y, with maximum accuracy; 
 Image Sequence - Random/Normal the order of the slide; 
 Repeat - Yes/No loop after 1st time playing the slide; 
 Auto Play - Yes/No the Slide Does not start to play, till you press on the play button; 
 Start with Slide - This is first image start after loading the slide; 
 Video Quality - Choose the YouTube Video Qualities (small, medium, large, hd720, hd1080, highres or default); 
 Enable Music - Yes/No to play music in your slide; 
 Music Volume - 0-100 the volume 0 - muted, 100 - max volume; 
 Music Path - The music path is used to specify the location of the music that should be loaded in the slide. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
LOADER SETTINGS:  
 Loader Model - The model of the Loader from 1-4 (4 different Looks for Loader);  
 Loader Color - Tint color on the loader; 
 Loader Transparency - The transparency value of the loader. 

 
BACKGROUND SETTINGS:  
 BG Box Color - Draws the frame around the slide image;  
 BG Box Transparency - The transparency value of the frame; 
 Box Space Top, Bottom, Left, Right - The size of the frame around the banner image in pixel. You can set the size in each direction 

independent; 
 Corner Rounding - The rounded corner on the frame, not on the Image! 0 - no rounding on the corners. Up to 100 (integer); 
 Border Color - Tint color of the border of the frame; 
 Border Size - The size of the border of the frame in pixel (0 = no border on the frame). 

 



 

 
EFFECTS SETTINGS:  
 Effects Glow - Turns on/off the glow effect - used as shadow effect as well; 
 Shadow - Turns on/off the spec. shadow under the image/frame; 
 Shadow Height - The size in pixel of the shadow; 
 Shadow Color - Tint color of the shadow and glow; 
 Image Corner Rounding - The rounded corner on the image! Not on the frame! 0 - no rounding on the corners. Up to 100 (integer); 
 MouseOver Color - Tint color of the cover when Mouse is over any Button; 
 MouseOver Transparency - The transparency value of the cover when Mouse is over any Button; 
 MouseOver Zoom - A value in pixel which shows how many pixel the border should zoom in when mouse is over any button; 
 Reflection - Yes/No shows the reflection or not; 
 Reflection Distance Y - The vertical distance between the image/frame and the reflection; 
 Reflection Transparency - The starting transparency value of the reflection; 
 Reflection Height - The height of the reflection (integer); 
 Flash Rotation - Rotates the whole slide. -360 to 360. Nagative or positive rotation. 

 

 
NAVIGATION SETTINGS:  
 Autohide - Yes/No if the navigation hides after a while; 
 Autohide Delay - After how many seconds, the navigation hides; 



 
 Toolbar X - Horizontal position of the Toolbar; 
 Toolbar Y - Vertical position of the Toolbar; 
NOTE: All other items position are depending on this toolbar position. x=0 and y=0 position of a button is the position of 
the toolbar globally;  
 Toolbar on Slide - On/Off turns on or off the visibility of the toolbar in Slide Mode; 
 Toolbar on Video - On/Off turns on or off the visibility of the toolbar in Video Mode; 
 Toolbar on FullScreen - The align of the toolbar horizontaly during Full Screen Mode (Left, Center, Right); 
 Buttons on FullScreen X - Horizontal position of the toolbar during Full Screen Mode; 
 Buttons on FullScreen Y - Vertical position of the toolbar during Full Screen Mode. 

 
BUTTON SETTINGS:  
 Button Play/Stop X - Horizontal position for play and stop buttons; 
 Button Play/Stop Y - Vertical position for play and stop buttons; 
 Button Music X - Horizontal position for music mute and play music buttons; 
 Button Music Y - Vertical position for music mute and play music buttons; 
 ProgressBar on Slide - Show or not progress bar on Slide; 
 ProgressBar on Video - Show or not progress bar on Video; 
 ProgressBar ButtonX - Horizontal position for progress bar button; 
 ProgressBar ButtonY - Vertical position for progress bar button; 
 ProgressBar Color - Tint color of the progress bar. Not for the progress bar button; 



 
 Arrow Previous X - Horizontal position for previous arrow; 
 Arrow Previous Y - Vertical position for previous arrow; 
 Arrow Next X - Horizontal position for next arrow; 
 Arrow Next Y - Vertical position for next arrow; 
 Countdown X - Horizontal position for the small rotating countdown. Fix function; 
 Countdown Y - Vertical position for the small rotating countdown. Fix function; 
 Countdown Color - Tint color of the countdown animation; 
 Video Timer X - Horizontal position, at YouTube video for the played time, digital timer; 
 Video Timer Y - Vertical position, at YouTube video for the played time, digital timer; 
 Video Timer Color - Tint color of digital timer; 
 Button Fullscreen X - Horizontal position for fullscreen button; 
 Button Fullscreen Y - Vertical position for fullscreen button; 
 Button Close X - Horizontal position for close button; 
 Button Close Y - Vertical position for close button; 
 Buffer Bar Color - Tint color of buffered Slide/Video Amount; 
 Buffer Bar Transparency - Transparency value of the buffered Slide/Video. 

 

 
THUMBNAILS SETTINGS:  
 Show Thumbnails - Enable or Desable thumbnails; 
 Thumbnails X - Horizontal position of the Thumbnail Holder; 
 Thumbnails Y - Vertical position of the Thumbnail Holder; 
 Thumbnails Direction - Vertical or Horizontal direction; 
 Thumbnails Space - Vertical or horizontal spacing in pixel between thumbnails. 



 

 
SLIDE SETTINGS:  
 Enable Slide - Choose if you want to enable or disable a specific image; 
 Slide Duration - Set during the slide (seconds); 
 Choose Image - Select (upload) or specify the location of the image that should be loaded in the slide; 
 Kenburn Start Align - The Align of the Image at Start of the Transition (Top Left, Top Center, Top Right, Middle Left, Middle Center, 

Middle Right, Bottom Left, Bottom Center, Bottom Right); 
 Kenburn End Align - The Align of the Image at the End of the Transition (Top Left, Top Center, Top Right, Middle Left, Middle Center, 

Middle Right, Bottom Left, Bottom Center, Bottom Right); 
 Kenburn Start Zoom - The zooming of the Image at the start of the transition (100 = 100%, 50 = 50% 150 = 150% etc.); 
 Kenburn End Zoom - The zooming of the Image at the end of the transition (100 = 100%, 50 = 50% 150 = 150% etc.); 
 Kenburn Start X - To make the start position of an image more exact, vertical position changes. This number can be negative and 

positive; 
 Kenburn End X - To make the end position of an image more exact, vertical position changes. This number can be negative and 

positive; 
 Kenburn Start Y - To make the start position of an image more exact, horizontal position changes. This number can be negative and 

positive; 
 Kenburn End Y - To make the end position of an image more exact, horizontal position changes. This number can be negative and 

positive; 
 Kenburn Duration - The duration of the Ken Burns Effect (seconds); 
 Kenburn Ease - The ease type of the Ken Burns Effect (Back, Strong, Bounce, Elastic, Circ, Quad, Cubic, Expo, Quart, Quint, Sine); 
 Kenburn Transition - The art of the transition (blur, circ, explode, fade, scalexin, scalexout, scaleyin, scaleyout, turnx, turny); 
 Kenburn Speed - The speed of the transition (seconds); 
 Kenburn Rotation - Rotates the whole layer containers before the animation starts, center registered depending of width and height 

of the banner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
TEXT SETTINGS:  
 Text Type - Animated effects on text box per Word, Character or Line; 
 Text Font Size - The size of the Font in pixel; 
 Text Font Color - The tint color of the Font; 
 Text Maximal Width - Width of textbox in pixel. You can write text on multiple lines; 
 Text Rotate - Rotates text. -360 to 360. This number can be negative and positive; 
 Text X - Horizontal position of the text; 
 Text Y - Vertical position of the text; 
 Animation Start - When, the text animation should start after the slide is loaded (seconds); 
 Animation Start Speed - The speed of the transition (seconds); 
 Animation Start Trasition - Select the transition effect for animation start (blur, circ, explode, fade, scalexin, scalexout, scaleyin, 

scaleyout, turnx, turny); 
 Animation Start Ease - Select the easy effect for animation start (Back, Strong, Bounce, Elastic, Circ, Quad, Cubic, Expo, Quart, Quint, 

Sine); 
 Animation Exit - When, the text animation should exit after the slide is loaded (seconds); 
 Animation Exit Speed - The speed of the transition (seconds); 
 Animation Exit Trasition - Select the transition effect for animation exit (blur, circ, explode, fade, scalexin, scalexout, scaleyin, 

scaleyout, turnx, turny); 
 Animation Exit Ease - Select the easy effect for animation exit (Back, Strong, Bounce, Elastic, Circ, Quad, Cubic, Expo, Quart, Quint, 

Sine); 
 Insert Text - Specifies the text that will be displayed over the image. Leave empty if you don't want text on the image. 



 

 
 
VIDEO SETTINGS:  
 Enable Video - Choose if you want to enable or disable this video; 
 YouTube ID - The ID Of the YouTube Video (e.g. from the URL 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gyE4wyqvOU4&feature=topvideos_entertainment the id is gyE4wyqvOU4). 
 YouTube Start At - At which second, the video should start after pressing the Button; 
 Button X - Horizontal position of the button; 
 Button Y - Vertical position of the button; 
 Button Rotate - Rotates the button. -360 to 360. This number can be negative and positive; 
 Button Transparency - The button transparency. 0 to 1; 
 Button Color - Choose the color of the button (Blue, Brown, Mauve, Pink, Red); 
 Animation Start - When, the button animation should start after the slide is loaded (seconds); 
 Animation Start Speed - The speed of the transition (seconds); 
 Animation Start Trasition - Select the transition effect for animation start (blur, circ, explode, fade, scalexin, scalexout, scaleyin, 

scaleyout, turnx, turny); 
 Animation Start Ease - Select the easy effect for animation start (Back, Strong, Bounce, Elastic, Circ, Quad, Cubic, Expo, Quart, Quint, 

Sine); 
 Animation Exit - When, the text animation should exit after the slide is loaded (seconds); 
 Animation Exit Speed - The speed of the transition (seconds); 
 Animation Exit Trasition - Select the transition effect for animation exit (blur, circ, explode, fade, scalexin, scalexout, scaleyin, 

scaleyout, turnx, turny); 
 NOTE: All animation are only for Video Buttons. 
 
 

Please recommend us to your friends if you like our work! Please do not forget to Rate our Item. We 
would be very happy to see your comments and your Stars. 

Thats it, if you are experiencing any difficulties, or you would like some assistance with 
implementation, feel free to get in touch by filling out the contact support! 

 

http://www.magicpoint.org/support.html

